
Glaciology
Glacier Dynamics
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Presentation Notes
Background image - https://mindytowns.wordpress.com/tag/glacier-sediment-trails/ 



Glacier Motion
• Glaciers, like water, flow downhill due to gravity

• This flow transfers mass from the accumulation zone to 
the ablation zone of the glacier

uwcm-geog.wikispaces.com Benn and Evans, 2010. 
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Presentation Notes
When the rate of glacier flow is equal to the rates of accumulation and ablation the whole system is in balance and the glacier is in a state of equilibrium. When the whole system is in balance, rates of glacier flow =  the rates that snow and ice is added + lost in the accumulation and ablation areas.Inputs, throughputs and outputs exist in a state of equilibrium. However, various factors can throw the system out of balance, causing glaciers and ice sheets to exhibit all kinds of surprising behaviour, such as rapid advances or retreats that are unrelated to climate (Benn and Evans, 2010). image source (downhillflow): https://uwcm-geog.wikispaces.com/EXTREME%20ENVIRONMENTSmass transfer: benn and evans, 2010 



Flow Velocities
• This flow can take place at different rates

• Rates and patterns of glacier motion depend on the 
balance between driving and resisting forces 

• driving forces = the downslope component of gravity
• resisting forces = drag at the bed and sides of the glacier

So, flow is the result of friction between 
the ice and the ground below it 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Benn and Evans, 2010 image: Benn and Evans, 2010 → resistive stresses opposing the driving stresses. Flow resistance is associated with friction at the sides of the glacier (lateral drag), drag at the bed (basal drag) and gradients in longitudinal compression or tension (van der Veen, 1999a) 



Mechanisms of Glacier Flow

Three main mechanisms of glacier flow: 

1. Internal deformation of Ice (creep)

2. Sliding at the glacier bed 

3. Deformation of basal sediments
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Presentation Notes
Holden, 20121) internal deformation: stress applied to ice causes it to deform, which is often known as creep creep = dominant flow mechanism for cold glaciers but creep rate is much lower for cold ice than warm ice once the pressure melting point is reached at the glacier bed the processes of sliding and deformation of basal sediments can also occur 2) sliding: if the bed of the glacier is cold, there is a strong bond between ice and bed that tends to prevent slidingIf, however, the bed is at the PMP, this bond is not present and the presence of liquid water reduces friction as a result, the glacier can slide over its bed the rate of sliding is controlled by i) bed roughness (which results in form drag) and ii) the rock-rock friction that results from the interaction between sediment that is lodged in the basal ice and the bed (known as frictional drag) additionally, high basal water pressure enhances the rate of glacier sliding 3) deformation of basal sediments: sliding theories usually assume that the glacier overlies undeformable and impermeable bedrock. However, where an ice mass overlies soft sediments, deformation of these sediments can contribute to surface flow glacier motion = made up from contributions of ice deformation, sliding and sediment deformation 



Conditions
Experiment

• We will be testing flow velocities under the 
following conditions:

• A rough bed 
• A smooth bed 
• A steep bed 
• A shallow bed     
• A wet bed 
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Presentation Notes
Get the students to predict which condition will see the fastest flow of the glacier goo (Refer to workshop doc for information on set up etc) 



Frictional Effects

• Should get fastest flow with the ‘wet’ bed 
condition 

WHY?

• Water reduces the friction between the ice and the 
rock and so the glacier is able to slide downhill 
faster 

keysigns.co.uk
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Presentation Notes
water reduces the friction between the ice and the rock, just like how a floor becomes more slippery to walk on when it is wet image source: http://www.keysigns.co.uk/signs-c2/safety-signs-c3/hazard-warning-signs-c4/slippery-floor-warning-signs-c51/slippery-when-wet-signs-p147 however, other things affect glacier velocities too… slope angle bed roughness contact with sides friction slows down the flow, so the centre of the ice typically moves faster than the edges as this is where friction is lowest Explain frictional effectsFrictional effects causing Velocity profilesCrevasses (mars bar experiment / demonstration) 



• Some glaciers move very 
quickly 

• this is known as ‘surging’

• Causes
• water at the bed of the 

glacier
• Still not 100% known 

why 

Frictional Effects

Negribreen, Svalbard. esa.int
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Presentation Notes
Glacial surges are short lived events where a glacier can advance substantially, moving at velocities up to 100 times faster than normal a small class of fast-flowing glaciers exist, with velocities of the order of 100 to 1000m yr-1, which includes ice streams, tidewater terminating glaciers, and surging glaciers (Holden, 2012)surge-type glaciers switch between long periods of slow flow and flow 10-1000 times faster (the surge) (ibid.) although only about 1% of Earth’s glaciers are surge-type, they tend to be more common in certain regions including Iceland, Svalbard, the Andes and Greenland; these environments range from continental to maritime and the glacier thermal regimes from temperate to subpolar. Only cold based glaciers have not been observed to surge. FURTHER INFORMATION IF REQUIRED FOUND BELOW:Brief explanation of the causes: surges would not happen without accumulated water at the bed of a glacier… this reduces friction and enhances flow speeds…  many models have been proposed:1)  hydrologic switch. speed of the glacier switches between slow to fast associated with changes in basal drainage systems Kamb, 1987: argued that what was happening was that the basal drainage system switched from subglacial conduit system in quiescent phase (efficient, low storage drainage system) to linked cavity system during surge (inefficient, high storage drainage system) -      Theory indicated that linked cavity system will collapse into conduits under high hydraulic gradients -      Did not show why linked cavity system should develop in the first place i.e. did not identify surge trigger mechanism Also, many surging glaciers rest on beds of soft sediments àSo, Linked cavity probably poor model of bed conditions 2) thermal switch Fowler-Murraytheory of glacial surges: The Thermal Switch 1.    bed is cold in quiescent phase – ice builds up in reservoir 2.    ice gets thicker and steeper and warms basal ice to pressure-melting point 3.    warmer ice leads to faster motion – more melting [warmer the ice = faster it will go]4.    water trapped at bed of glacier by cold tongue 5.    glacier surges as a result 6.    glacier surges until termination when pressurised water escapes 7.    thin, post-surge glacier – bed freezes once more3) enthalpy cycle model -      Enthalpy can be associated with a rise in ice temperature, and also related to the water content (if ice melts and more water is stored within the system, this is an increase in enthalpy) Enthalpy balanceAccumulation of mass: potential energy store increasesAblation and runoff: potential energy store decreasesGlacier flow: converts potential energy converted to Enthalpy àfor steady state, this must be dissipated from the system -      Whenever there is a substance in an elevated position it always have potential energy-      As ice flows from high to low elevation, that potential energy is lost: it is changed into a different form-      Overcoming friction changes potential energy into enthalpy -      For a steady state, you need to get rid of the enthalpy from the system… For a steady state system (constant flow rate) Rate of enthalpy accumulation must equal rate of dissipation -      flow mechanisms of the glacier must find a rate that matches the mass balance -      all heat generated by friction must be lost to the atmosphere-      all water produced must run off Unequal rates of energy accumulation and energy dissipation lead to unsteady behaviour, including oscillations But ultimately the causes remain unknown Image source: https://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Observing_the_Earth/Copernicus/Sentinel-1/Negribreen_on_the_move



Frictional Effects
• Crevasses

• crevasses open up when the forces pulling ice apart 
are greater than the strength of the ice

• Develop in 3 ways: 

Adapted by R.Jones from: Benn and Evans, 2010 dreamstime.com
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Presentation Notes
Deformation of glacier ice can form crevasses and other distinctive structures, which can convey information about past and present patterns of strain that are difficult or impossible to obtain by other means (Benn and Evans, 2010) Fracturing also plays a key role in a wide range of important glaciological processes, including the formation of deep moulins, iceberg calving and shearing of ice stream margins (ibid.) develop in three basic ways: tensile crack (opening mode): occurs as a result of tensile stresses pulling the walls of the crack apart sliding mode: occurs in response to shear stresses applied parallel to the crack plane, and the crack grows in the same direction as the direction of shear tearing mode: also occurs in response to shear stresses, but with crack growth at right angles to the direction of shear crevasses on glaciers can develop in two or more of these ways simultaneously, although most analyses are based on the assumption that fracturing is entirely in opening mode crevasess = dramatic and widespread features, usually contained to a shallow surface layerleft image source: Benn and Evans, p.134 // right image source: https://www.dreamstime.com/stock-photo-closer-aerial-view-icy-blue-color-crevasse-glacier-elongated-crack-mendengall-crevasses-seracs-form-zone-brittle-image41153815



Erosion

• Glaciers are very powerful ice masses which have 
the ability to ‘shape’ the land 

• Processes
• Plucking or quarrying 

• glacier removes rocks from its bed 
• Abrasion

• rock particles held in basal ice are dragged 
over the glacier bed 
• this scratches the grounds surface

web.gccaz.edu
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Presentation Notes
Benn and Evans, 2010: Glaciers are among the most effective agents of erosion on Earth, excavating impressive troughs and fjord basins, and scouring broad areas clear of soil and debris abrasion: is the wear of rock surfaces by the processes of straiation (the scoring of bedrock) and polishing, in which the roughness of rock surfaces is reduced by the removal of small protuberances striations are formed when asperities protruding from rock particles are dragged over bedrock or other clasts, scouring out thin grooves Holden, 2012: plucking and quarrying: once bedrock is crushed it can be picked up into the glacier ice the process by which a glacier removes large chunks of rock from its bed is known as plucking or quarrying entrainments can result from freeze-on at the bed, by ice regelation around the rock or by incorporation into the ice along faultsfreeze on can occur at the downstream side of obstacles at the bed where water freezes as the glacier slides by regelation abrasionglacial abrasion occurs when glaciers slide relative to the material beneath them rock particles held within basal ice are dragged over the glacier bed this slowly scratches and wears the surface, rather like a piece of sandpaper wears woodabrasion rates increase as particle concentration within basal ice increases furthermore, fresh rough particles are more efficient tools of erosion than smoothed particles OPTIONAL EXPERIMENT / WORKSHOP HERE (on workshop sheet): alternatively can put a video in showing how it works image source: http://web.gccaz.edu/~lnewman/gph111/topic_units/glacial/glacial2.html



Erosional Features
Benn and Evans, 2010

Glacial Striations U-Shaped Valley:
Glen Fee, Scotland 

limestonebarrens.ca bbc.co.uk fjordnorway.com

Corrie:
Corrie Brandy, Scotland
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striations image: http://limestonebarrens.ca/ErosionalProcessesGlacial.htmU-Shaped Valley - https://www.walkhighlands.co.uk/Forum/viewtopic.php?f=9&t=39300 Corrie - https://theweewhitedug.com/2016/06/06/adventures-in-angus/Holden, 2012: glacial abrasion causes striations and smooths particles striations = defined as: microscale erosional features on rock surfaces, resembling a scratch illustration / activity: plank of wood with wax on; run rocks over the top → striations u-shaped valley is defined as: a wide valley with steep sides formed by glacial erosion of a V-shaped valley, involving the formation of truncated spurs during the valley straighteningFjord = defined as: a long, deep basin, previously excavated by a glacier, and has since become inundated by the sea as a result of SLR during deglacial Benn and Evans, 2010: Troughs and Fjordsthe most spectacular manifestations of glacial erosion, carved by ice flow through major rock channels Amerson et al. (2008) demonstrated that the cross-sectional areas of glaciated valleys are 80% greater than their fluvial counterparts and also tend to be 30% deeper, attesting to the greater erosional capacity of glacial systems in valley settings the largest troughs on earth, the Thiel and Lambert troughs, are presently occupied by outlet glaciers on the AIS and are approximately 1000km long, >50km wide and up to 3.4km deep very long (>100km long and up to 3km deep from mountain crests to sea bottom) occur along the coasts of Greenland, Norway and the Canadian Arctic islands of Ellesmere and Axel HeibergFjords are also well developed along the glaciated coasts of Iceland, Svalbard and Western Scotland (among many other places) see page 309 (not sure if all details in book are necessary for this level) 



Deposition

• Landforms 
• Moraines

• Lateral 
• Terminal (end)
• Recessional 

Bulldozer Effect…

bear-viewing-in-alaska.info
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lateral moraines = material deposited at the sides of the glacier form the forward movement of glacial ice Benn and Evans, 2010:Glaciers are also very efficient transporters of debris, carrying vast amounts of silt, sand, gravel and boulders up to several hundreds of kms from their source areasthis debris is then deposited in many types of environment, ranging from the glacier sole to the ocean floor Holden, 2012: it is important to understand the processes and nature of glacial deposits because they cover about 70-80% of mid-latitude regions, which represents some 8% of the Earth’s total land surface a moraine is defined as: An accumulation of glacial till that has been transported and deposited by a glacier or ice sheetpush moraines form when a glacier bulldozes into existing sediment at the glacier margin and raises it to form a ridge major push moraines often mark the maximum extent of glacial advance and allow us to map ice extent dump moraines are ridges formed approximately transverse to flow from material delivered to the margin of a glacier by ice flow - they mark the stationary position of an ice margin lateral moraines form parallel to the sides of glaciers from dumped material and frost-shattered material from the valley walls image source: http://www.bear-viewing-in-alaska.info/glaciation5.html



Recessional Moraines
● Form as the glacier retreats

● Parallel to terminal moraines

slideshare.net
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retreat leaves behind the material it has transported down glacier these recessional moraines are essentially mini terminal moraines.. marking points where glacial movement stopped during otherwise general retreat Image source: https://www.slideshare.net/BGSGeography/glacial-transportation-and-deposition



True or False 

Glaciers that flow over rough beds flow more quickly 
than glaciers over smooth beds. 

True     or     False



True or False 

Glaciers that flow over rough beds flow more quickly 
than glaciers over smooth beds. 

True or     False

False! Rough beds have more friction and more drag 
on the glacier than smooth beds, meaning the glacier 

flows slower.



True or False 

Wet based glaciers flow more quickly because of 
reduced friction between the glacier and the bed. 

True     or     False



True or False 

Wet based glaciers flow more quickly because of 
reduced friction between the glacier and the bed.

True or     False



True or False 

Glaciers have dramatically impacted the landscapes 
we see today.

True     or     False



True or False 

Glaciers have dramatically impacted the landscapes 
we see today.

True or     False



True or False 

Moraines can only form at the front of a glacier.

True     or     False



True or False 

Moraines can only form at the front of a glacier.

True or     False

False! Moraines form at the front of a glacier 
(Terminal Moraines) or the sides of a glacier (Lateral 

Moraines). 
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